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2024 Ford Mustang 

RTR Chin Splitter 

Part Number 11014.0008.12.A 

 

 

Components Included 

 

1.     RTR Chin Splitter                             1 

2.     Installation Scan Card (not shown)        1 

 

 

 

1.  With the vehicle safely supported on a lift or jack-
stands, remove the front wheels and tires. Using a 
7mm socket, remove the 22 screws in the debris shield. 
Pry the center post out of the 3 plastic rivets and re-
move them. Remove the shield from the vehicle.   

2.  Remove the 4, large plastic rivets from both of the 
front fender liners.  NOTE: This installation will reuse all 
of the OEM hardware. RTR Advises grouping the hard-
ware by component to avoid confusion during reas-
sembly. 

3.  Remove the 2, small rivets in the brake cooling 
ducts, if so equipped.  

4.  Remove the single plastic rivet in the cooling duct 
inlets.  
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These instructions depict an installation being preformed on a Mustang GT, Performance Pack 3. While some installation details may vary 
from model to model, the general procedure remains the same.  Disregard any information that does not apply to your model. 
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5.  Remove the brake cooling ducts from the vehicle 
and set them aside.  

6.   Locate and disconnect the side marker lights inside  
the bumper cover.  

7.  Locate and disconnect the bumper wiring harness. 

NOTE: There is only one large multi wire harness con-
nected to the bumper cover and it resides near the 
driver side, lower bumper vent.  

8.  Gently fold the fender liners rearward, and behind 
the brake rotors as shown.  

9.  Using a 10 mm socket, remove the two bolts secur-
ing the bumper cover to fender. Repeat this step on 
the opposite side of the vehicle. 

10.  Using a panel clip removal tool, or equivalent, pry 
the fir tree anchors out of the fenders and separate the 
bumper cover from the fenders as shown. 
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11.  Remove the eight plastic rivets in the core support 
cover and remove the cover from the vehicle. 

12.  Using an 7 mm socket, remove the five screws 
along the upper bumper cover.   

13.  Carefully remove the weatherstrip foam from the 
cleat in the core support on both sides of the vehicle. 

14.  With the help of an assistant, lift the bumper cover 
up and over the core support posts and remove the 
cover from the vehicle. Place the cover, face down,  
onto a padded work surface. 

15.  Locate and remove the six, chin splitter screws, 
using a 7mm socket.  

16.  Remove the two plastic rivets from each end of the 
bumper cover as shown.  
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17.  Using a pair of slip joint pliers, depress the splitter 
locking tabs one by one, from left to right, and remove 
the OEM splitter.  

18.  Using pocket screwdriver or equivalent, deflect the  
spring in the speed clip and remove the clip from the 
splitter. Remove the 5 remaining speed clips from the 
splitter.  

19.  Reinstall the OEM speed clips from step 18, onto 
the RTR Splitter as shown.  

20.  Mate the RTR Splitter to the bumper cover and 
engage the locking tabs, one by one, from left to right.  
Secure the Splitter using the screws removed in step 
15. Tighten the screws by hand to avoid over tighten-
ing. 

21.  Secure ends of the Splitter to the bumper cover 
using the plastic rivets removed in step 16. 

22.  Inspect the installation from the front side of the 
bumper cover and confirm that all of the locking tabs 
are fully engaged and that there are no visible gaps.  
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23.  With the help of an assistant, lift the bumper cover 
back onto the vehicle and secure it onto the core sup-
port posts. 

24.   Using an 7 mm socket, reinstall the five OEM 
screws along the upper bumper cover.  Tighten the 
screws by hand to avoid over tightening. 

26.  Reconnect the bumper wiring harness from step 7.  

27.  Lift the bumper cover up and press the fir tree an-
chor into the fender. Using a 10 mm socket, reinstall 
the two OEM bolts to secure the bumper to the fender. 
Repeat this step on the opposite side of the vehicle. 

28.  Reinstall the brake cooling ducts into the vehicle. 
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29.  Reinstall the plastic rivet into the brake cooling 
duct inlet.   

30.  Lift the debris shield up and into the vehicle. Using 
a 7mm socket, reinstall the OEM screws and the plastic 
rivets. Tighten the screws by hand to avoid over tight-
ening. 

31.  Reinstall the small plastic rivets into the cooling 
duct outlets.  
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32.  Unfold the fender liner and position it for reinstal-
lation onto the bumper cover. Reinstall the 4, large 
plastic rivets into the front fender liners and cover.  

33.  Reinstall the core support cover using the 8 OEM 
rivets removed in step 11. 
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34.  Carefully reattach the weatherstrip foam to the 
cleats on each side of the vehicle. Reinstall the wheels 
and tires to complete the installation.  
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